SSRI
Fellowship Application
Personal Details (as per Passport)
Date of Birth:
Family Name:
Given Names:
City of Birth:
Country of Birth:
Home Address:

Country:
Citizenship(s):
Native language:
Other languages:
IELTS or OET scores:

(if applicable*)

Date test taken:

(if applicable*)

Email address:
Mobile (cellular) phone:
*compulsory if your schooling including medical training were not completed in English
Insert an ID-style photograph of yourself here (and attach copy of Passport at the end)
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Primary Medical Qualification
University:
Location:
Name of Degree:
Date Conferred:

Specialist Medical Qualification
University:
Location:
Name of Degree:
Date Conferred:

Current Medical Board Registration
Name of Authority:
Country:
Conditions (if any):
Date first registered:
Research Experience

Publications and Presentations
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Teaching Experience

Community or Military Service

Special interests or abilities (outside of work)

References
2 x surgeons who have been your immediate supervisor in the last 5 years and who would be
willing to complete a Referee’s Report on your behalf should you be short-listed.
Name:
Position:
Organisation:
City, Country:
Email address:
How long have they known you?:
How (eg supervisor)?:
Name:
Position:
Organisation:
City, Country:
Email address:
How long have they known you?:
In what capacity (eg supervisor)?:
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Question and Answers
To complete your application, you are required to answer the following questions as openly
and with as much information as possible.
What interests you about subspecialising in shoulder & elbow surgery?

What do you consider to be the purpose of Fellowship and why is it important?

What are your expectations of Fellowship? NB please be specific regarding amount and type
of operating, assisting operating, seeing patients in Clinic and undertaking research.
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What do you consider to be your strengths as a surgeon (and physician)?

How much experience do you have in shoulder and elbow surgeries? NB be specific in terms
of procedures performed, assisted and/or observed and recency of experience.
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In which areas do you feel you need some improvement as a surgeon (physician)?

Which shoulder and elbow procedures do you feel you require more training and experience?

Why do you want to do Fellowship in Sydney, Australia?
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Why do you want to do Fellowship at Sydney Shoulder Research Institute?

Which other cities in Australia or the world have you considered doing Fellowship and why?

Do you intend to do any travelling before/after Fellowship? If so, where to and when?
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All Fellowships only offer a basic stipend or salary. How will you support yourself in Sydney?

If successful, who would accompany you to Sydney for the year and what will they do here?

What are your career intentions after Fellowship?

Which year do you hope to do Fellowship and commencing when (Jan or Jul) and what is the
main consideration for you with this timing?

Please sign

and date this application:

Attach in .pdf format
A
B
C
D
E

Curriculum Vitae
2 x signed letters of reference on
original letterhead less than 1 year old
IELTS or OET results less than 1 year
old (if required)
Copies of qualifications (and any
translations if not in English)
Copy of Passport details page
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